DRAWING KEY

FOLD TYPES

A - FOLD (ABOVE)
B - FOLD (BESIDE)
C - FOLD (COVER)

LINE TYPE/COLOR

CUT
50% SCORE
CREASE
45° DOUBLE BEVEL
45° SINGLE BEVEL
EDGE BEVEL
CAVITY
REMOVE PAPER
REFERENCE/OPTIONAL

SYMBOLS

PART NUMBER
NAME
MODEL VERSION
QUANTITY
1L
1R
MIRRORED PART
PART NUMBER
NAME
MODEL VERSION
QUANTITY
1L
1R
MIRRORED PART
FT Explor3r

V1.0

2022

TRAINER WING

45° DOUBLE BEVEL

FT Explor3r

V1.0

181

WING SPAR B (TRAINER)

1L 1R

FT Explor3r
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NOSE SKIN B

45° SINGLE BEVEL
TAIL BOOM BOTTOM
FT EXPLORER V1.0

11

TAIL BOOM
FT EXPLORER V1.0

10
FT ELEMENTS SIMPLE FIREWALL
3/32" (2.4 mm) THICK HOBBY GRADE PLYWOOD

CONTROL HORN
1/16" (1.5mm) THICK
HOBBY GRADE PLYWOOD